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Chemical Structure Association Trust (CSAT) Annual General Meeting and Dinner�

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held on Mon-�
day 29 November 2004, at 4pm in the Roscoe Room at the�
Society of Chemical Industry (SCI), 15 Belgrave Square,�
London, SW1X 8PS.  The plan is to end the meeting at�
6pm at the latest.  The Annual Dinner takes place the same�
evening, and details can be found on the front page of the�
newsletter.�

Formally this is a meeting of Trustees, but supporters and�
past CSA members are very welcome and encouraged to�
attend as observers.  Please let Clive Weeks know if you�
can make it (see contact details below).�

Dr J Clive Weeks�
CSA Trust Secretary�
39 Rounton Road, Church Crookham�
Fleet, Hants GU52 6JH�

Tel/fax/voicemail messages:  +44 (0)1252-687457�

E-mail: drcliveweeks@aol.com�

AGM Agenda (Draft)�
1. Attendance and Apologies�
2. Minutes of the 2003 AGM�
3. Matters Arising from the above Minutes not on the�

Agenda�
4. Chairman's Report – Guenter Grethe�
5. Treasurer's Report – Geoff Downs�
6. Update Reports from Other Sub-Committees�

 6.1  Public Relations – Janet Ash�
 6.2  Meetings/Training – Peter Nichols�
 6.3  Grants/Awards – Bonnie Lawlor�
 6.4  Fundraising – Bill Town�

7. Election of Trustees�
8. Any Other Business�
9. AGM 2005�

A draft new edition of Nomenclature of�
Organic Chemistry (the IUPAC “Blue�
Book”) has been issued for public review�
by the International Union of Pure and�
Applied Chemistry. The deadline for com-�
ment is March 31 2005.�

This new edition, which supersedes both�
the 1979 Blue Book and the 1993 Guide to�
IUPAC Nomenclature of Organic Com-�
pounds, represents a major new develop-�
ment in IUPAC nomenclature recomm-�
endations. Previously, IUPAC has pro-�
vided rules enabling the generation of un-�
ambiguous names, by codifying, ration-�
alising and extending existing practice,�
but in many cases has not expressed a�
preference between legitimate synonyms�
(e.g. decahydronaphthalene and bicyclo�
[4.4.0]decane). However, it has become�
clear that various communities require a�
single IUPAC name for a given chemical�
structure, which can be used for legal and�
regulatory purposes. Such names are�
needed in patents, in export–import regu-�
lations, and in environmental and health�
and safety information.�

Rather than recommend only a single�
name for each structure, IUPAC has now�
developed rules for assigning Preferred�

IUPAC Names (PINs), while continuing�
to allow considerable freedom in the use�
of alternatives according to the diverse�
needs of the chemical community. This�
freedom of usage extends, as previously,�
to a variety of trivial and traditional�
names; indeed several such names (e.g.�
acetic acid, benzene and pyridine) are des-�
ignated as IUPAC-preferred. Thus the�
present draft should enable users to derive�
Preferred IUPAC Names if required,�
while allowing alternatives in a broader�
context; it will also provide the protocols�
for developers of naming software to in-�
corporate into their products for PIN gen-�
eration.�

In preparing this new edition, IUPAC has�
also taken the opportunity to rationalise,�
clarify and extend nomenclature systems�
described in previous editions, and has�
incorporated new nomenclature (e.g. that�
of phanes and fullerenes) that has ap-�
peared in�Pure Appl. Chem�. since publica-�
tion of the 1993 Guide.�

The IUPAC draft can be downloaded�
from:  www.iupac.org/reports/provisional/�
abstract04/favre_310305.html as a single�
pdf file (~1300 pages) or as smaller files�
corresponding to designated sections of�

the book. In case of difficulty with down-�
loads, paper copies of specified sections�
may be obtainable from me at the address�
below.�

Comments should be addressed to (both)�
Professor Henri Favre (halfa@contact.net)�
and Dr Warren Powell (wpowell2@�
juno.com). Users should bear in mind the�
provisional nature of this material; it�
would be unwise to regard PIN specifica-�
tions in this draft as definitive.�

Dr Alan McNaught�
(President of the IUPAC Division of�
Chemical Nomenclature and Structure�
Representation)�
Senior Executive, Strategy�
Royal Society of Chemistry�
Thomas Graham House�
Science Park�
Milton Road�
Cambridge�
CB4 0WF, UK�

Tel: +44(0)1223 432119�
Fax: +44(0)1223 432262�
e-mail: adm@rsc.org�

Websites: http://www.rsc.org and http://�
www.chemsoc.org�

Preferred IUPAC Names�
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The annual ExemplarChem competition, in which chemistry�
students submit a web-based project on a chemically-related�
theme, is now in its fifth year.  The competition is organised by�
the RSC, masterminded by Sean McWhinnie, and this year�
attracted 33 entries. Although most of the entries were from UK�
institutions, it was encouraging to see entries from Poland,�
Greece and Ireland.�

The 2004 prizewinners’ meeting was held on October 29 in the�
splendid setting of the English Heritage Lecture Theatre�
(formerly the Scientific Societies Lecture Theatre) in London,�
just off Regents Street.  The CSA Trust was one of the six�
sponsors of the event, together with BNFL, CAS, GlaxoSmith-�
Kline, Pfizer and Thomson, each of which gave a cash prize to�
one of the winners. In addition, the overall winner of the compe-�
tition received £1000 for their department from the RSC.  The�
entries were judged on the scientific content, the presentation and�
the use of the web, by a panel of experts. Prior to the prize giving,�
all the attendees were treated not only to an excellent lunch, but�
also to five lectures designed to show the students something of�
opportunities that are available to them after graduation.�

The day started with a talk from Joe Townsend, a PhD student in�
the Unilever Centre of Molecular Informatics at the University�
of Cambridge. He is working with Peter Murray-Rust on an�
impressive program, OSCAR (Open Source Chemistry Analysis�
Routines), which enables�chemical data to be extracted from the�
chemical literature, stored in XML and then reformatted to�
produce tables of data and reconstruction of the spectra. Alom�
Shaha from Pioneer TV then gave an inspiring presentation�
(where his enthusiasm was the only visual aid!) on how to get a�
job presenting science on television. The only way in to the�
profession seems to be through work experience, during which�
you have to enjoy making the best cups of tea and preparing the�
best photocopies, as well as sharing some of your excellent�
ideas! TV is one of the best ways to communicate science, but to�
be successful the presenters must have a deep understanding and�
a passion for the subject.�

After lunch, it was good to have some speakers from overseas to�
demonstrate that ExemplarChem is not just a UK competition.�
The first was Egon Willighagan from Nijmegen in the Nether-�
lands, who is using various internet technologies to develop a�
Dictionary of Organic Chemistry on the web, originally for his�
own use, but now for high school students and undergraduates.�
The fact that the dictionary is in Dutch, however, does mean that�
it is unlikely to be of much use to UK students, in spite of its�
English interface. The next talk was from Janusz Szklarzewicz�
from Jagiellonian University in Poland, where they are register-�
ing candidates for the chemistry course entirely electronically�
(currently 2000 candidates per year). Unfortunately, all the slides�
were in Polish, which made it difficult to appreciate all the�
challenges and problems they faced in successfully implement-�
ing this project. The afternoon lectures concluded with a presen-�
tation from David Adam, Science Journalist at the Guardian. We�
were lucky that he was able to get away from his desk at the�
Guardian to come and give an insight into how he got the job and�
what he does on a day-to-day basis. As with a career in televi-�

sion, the science journalist has to start at the bottom and show�
particular talent in order to rise up the ladder.�

Finally we reached the part of the day that the students had been�
waiting for – the presentation of the prizes by the sponsors.  The�
winners and their sponsors were:�

·� Steve Smith and Katy Garner (University of the West of�
England) ‘Volatile organic compounds’, presented by�
BNFL�

·� Nickolas Charistos (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,�
Greece) ‘3DMolSymmetry’, presented by CAS�

·� Philip Holmes (University of Plymouth) ‘HPLC in Ana-�
lytical Environmental Chemistry’, presented by the CSA�
Trust�

·� Olivier Badin (Imperial College) ‘Ketamin’, presented�
by GlaxoSmithKline�

·� Jenny Pan (Imperial College) ‘Epibatidine’, presented by�
Pfizer�

·� Stephanie Chong (University of Nottingham)�
‘Schizophrenia and Atypical Antipsychotics’, presented�
by Thomson.�

The overall prize winner was Nickolas Charistos from Greece for�
his outstanding project on 3D Molecular Symmetry. All of the�
entries can be seen on the ExemplarChem website at http://www.�
chemsoc.org/exemplarchem/entries.htm�

Thanks to the RSC for not only organising the prizewinners’ day,�
but also for all the work they put into organising the competition.�
After five years of running ExemplarChem, it is due for review,�
but we hope that they will consider that it is well worth continu-�
ing with their excellent work of inspiring young students to�
become more familiar with publishing work on the web and thus�
communicating with the scientific population world-wide.�

Janet Ash�

ExemplarChem 2004�

 The ExemplarChem prizewinners. Philip Holmes (on the left of�
the picture) won the CSA Trust prize.�
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The 2004 conference took place from 17�
to 20 October at its alternative venue in the�
French lake district of Annecy, surpris-�
ingly cool and with snow on the mountains�
on the first day. Unfortunately, that was�
the last time we saw the majesty of the�
mountains, as the clouds came down and�
it rained. However, there was no tempta-�
tion to enjoy the beautiful scenery or the�
delightful old town. The Sunday evening�
entertainment, provided by CAS, was a�
cruise dinner across a rather dark and�
choppy lake.�

The CAS theme continued with the first�
keynote speech by Robert Massie of CAS,�
who took on the potentially difficult sub-�
ject of outsourcing, which it was agreed�
causes unexpected consequences. Broad-�
band communications open up new mar-�
kets for information, but also provide�
highly skilled workers, with good lan-�
guage and scientific skills, who can gener-�
ate information products on behalf of�
traditional information providers at a frac-�
tion of the cost. The paradigm is already�
represented by the chemical industry,�
where relatively low skilled intermediates�
manufacture is outsourced to emerging�
countries such as India and China. This is�
followed by increased development of re-�
searching capability which becomes a�
threat to the US and European research�
base. Similarly outsourcing of information�
activities have moved from the US to India�
and Ireland. The conclusion is inevitably�
the realisation that the 21st century is the�
Asian century, where labour rates will be�
set in Asia.�

The second presentation by Bonny Lawlor�
related to the changes in the flow of schol-�
arly information, in relation to the pre-em-�
inence of the internet, rather than previous�
models of information transfer. “If it is not�
on the internet, it is not important” is an�
increasingly held belief, on the part of new�
students and researchers. The Intermedi-�
ary model of information provision, al-�
though fiercely protected, is unsustain-�
able, and 79 per cent of students use the�
internet as the first and only source of�
information. This includes chemistry stu-�
dents, whose information searching relies�
on Google, despite the obvious advantages�
of using structure-based search systems�
such as Beilstein or CAS. The use of tradi-�
tional abstracting and indexing resources�

in chemistry is holding up to a greater�
extent than in the biomedical or other sci-�
ences. The move to end-user searching in�
chemistry is being limited because of re-�
quirements for structure search and the�
complexities of generic patent searches,�
which cannot effectively be made by the�
simplistic search engines available on the�
internet. While traditional abstracting and�
indexing services will continue, there is a�
requirement to limit duplication between�
databases, for increased use of analytical�
tools to make relevant information more�
visible, and increased availability of non-�
mediated web-based search systems. New�
entrants to the mix of information sources�
will occur. Whereas the change to end-�
user searching and reliance on the internet�
has already happened, it is an important�
role of the professional information�
searcher to make the traditional abstract-�
ing and indexing services as indispensable�
to the end-user as it is to their own method�
of identifying information.�

Who better to describe the role of acquisi-�
tion and integration of information prod-�
ucts than Vin Caraher, the CEO of�
Thomson Scientific? There are economic�
benefits to be gained in merger activities�
on behalf of the producers and benefits to�
the end-user as multiple information feeds�
can be delivered to the desktop. One bene-�
fit of a merger is the ability to generate�
new products, based on adding value to�
data, and integrating products. Analytical�
tools can be used to make sense of the�
increased volume of information. Thom-�
son will continue to support traditional�
products in parallel with new systems,�
where integration of products reduces the�
customers’ loyalty to known products.�

Eefke Smit from Reed Elsevier discussed�
evidence-based development of E-prod-�
ucts. Scopus is a combined web-based�
search system (Scirus) and traditional ap-�
proach to identifying literature references,�
and its development has been conducted�
by Elsevier in collaboration with 27 uni-�
versities. The evidence-based component�
of the development aims to put the end-�
user at the centre of the creation of the new�
product, to determine what is genuinely�
useful and easy to use. Navigation is im-�
portant and linking to the web is also criti-�
cal to the development of the system.�
Overall, it is critical to make the product�

very easy to use, comprehensive, and to�
allow serendipitous discovery.�

Nancy Lambert comprehensively com-�
pared Delphion, Micropatent and Qpat as�
examples of end-user enabled search sys-�
tems with web based searching capacity.�
While the earlier attempts to generate pat-�
ent search systems for the web have not�
matched the searching capabilities of tra-�
ditional online systems, they have now�
developed to match traditional capabilities�
significantly, together with the large data-�
bases of documents that are required to�
enable comprehensive searching.�

Edlyn Simmons discussed some of the�
reasons why patent trends analysis can�
produce unexpected results based on�
changes in patent laws, patent treaties and�
the complexities of company mergers and�
divestitures. The discontinuity in a trend�
being tracked by patent numbers pub-�
lished can generate unexpected or unbe-�
lievable results. Examples include India�
acceding to the patent cooperation treaty,�
changes to US patenting practices based�
on the publication of patent applications,�
and reorganisations of companies to pro-�
duce technology transfer companies and�
reassignment of patents to spin-off compa-�
nies. Any trend analysis has to be investi-�
gated in relation to factors which may�
disrupt the time series. The EPO volun-�
teered information that recently there had�
been a 25 per cent increase in patents�
associated with small molecules, whereas�
there was also a reduction in biochemistry/�
gene related patenting.�

The talk by William Hayes of AstraZeneca�
on the use of text mining to identify leads�
in drug discovery provided a very reveal-�
ing insight into the transfer of ideas from�
gene/target lead discovery, and how they�
might impact on the generation of ideas in�
the chemical information space. Proposals�
for innovative approaches in this area are�
well funded, as they represent methods to�
gain competitive advantages across the�
breadth of discovery; for example, identi-�
fication of new avenues of research and�
recognising information that assists the�
attrition process, by identifying negative�
potentials associated with developing ther-�
apeutic approaches to particular targets�
and using particular chemical classes.�
Massive savings in the drug discovery�

Chemical Information Conference, Annecy�
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process can be achieved by validating tar-�
gets and identifying safety issues, 50 per�
cent of which could have been predicted in�
hindsight by knowledge available in the�
literature. Text mining helps the re-�
searcher keep up-to-date with large vol-�
umes of literature and patents. Within the�
chemical information space, there are�
clear requirements to be able to convert�
textual chemical names to structures, be-�
ing addressed by Temis/MDL, IBM and�
Access innovations. Hayes contends that�
only the researcher is capable of under-�
standing the problem and requires the�
close cooperation with domain experts and�
information specialists – an approach that�
requires considerable retraining and refo-�
cusing of their roles. The text mining ap-�
proaches of using key words, statistical�
tools, natural language processing, ontolo-�
gies, entity extraction and access to the�
full text of documents were described,�
with examples of understanding roles im-�
plicit in text. A real problem in advancing�
the use of text mining applications is ac-�
cess to the full text of documents and�
greater freedom in the use of chemical�
structure collections.�

Several papers were presented based on�
user views of the role of information in the�
R&D context. Understanding of company�
strengths and competitors is critical in the�
allocation of resources to new products.�
Integration of internal and external infor-�
mation is also critical. The information�
department’s role is to access vital infor-�
mation and to reduce information over-�
load. Joanne Witiak of Rohm & Haas�
described the development of virtual li-�
braries, to provide information across�
sites. Surveys identified products that end-�
users valued and those services that were�
required but difficult to identify.�

Hans Georg Rohbeck described some of�
the roles of the Information department at�
Bayer Pharma, where databases were en-�
gineered in-house to improve access to�
drug, patent and pipeline information.�
Data was manipulated to integrate sources�
of information and mine data based on�
indications and targets. The bold message�
was that the information department�
should predict which analyses would be�
required for their customers, rather than�
react to the types of analyses that may be�
requested on an ad hoc basis.�

The debate on the implications of Open�
Access to the information industry was�
presented by Ann Wolpert of MIT and Jan�

Velterop of BiomedCentral. Public money�
funds academic research in universities�
and other research institutes, but the copy-�
right of the results  – publication in aca-�
demic journals – is increasingly held by a�
small collection of STM publishers. The�
result of this anomaly is that the institu-�
tions that generate the research are unable�
to afford the journals in which their re-�
searchers publish, and academic peers are�
effectively unable to access research dis-�
closure. The ownership and control of�
scientific advancement is effectively pri-�
vatised, causing higher increases in the�
cost of journal subscriptions than the costs�
of healthcare. The argument then follows�
that industrial companies, which can af-�
ford to access this information, act as free-�
loaders in the research disclosure process,�
rather than as organisations that subsidise�
the disclosure process. The development�
of an Open Access publication process is�
inevitable, to counter the business model�
developed by the publishers. Changes to�
the peer review process and revision of�
copyright laws have become increasingly�
necessary. The theme was developed by�
Jan Velterop, who indicated that biologists�
were joining scientists engaged in high�
energy physics to develop an open access�
model to publishing. While BiomedCen-�
tral is not yet profitable, it is expected that�
their business model is viable with public�
science being made available on the inter-�
net so that it is freely accessible to the�
public and academic researchers.�

Stephen Bryant described the NIH molec-�
ular libraries program, where one per cent�
of the NIH budget is set aside to develop�
molecules and assay technologies to coun-�
ter the developments of molecular collec-�
tions and screening methodologies owned�
by the pharmaceutical companies. It is not�
the intention of NIH to develop new ther-�
apeutic molecules, but to develop classes�
of reference compounds (molecular�
probes) that assist in the development of�
new therapies from lead discovery to can-�
didate selection. Screening centres will�
then enable academic researchers to study�
biological activity of molecules, develop�
assays and analyse ADME/Tox relation-�
ships. Pubchem has been developed to�
maintain information on 850,000 mole-�
cules, in an environment that integrates�
other NLM products, including Medline,�
gene and protein sequences, and 3D mole-�
cules from PDB.�

Annemie Nuyts described the develop-�
ment of the Epoque system for the Euro-�

pean Patent office. The system caters for�
8000 users with 90 inhouse databases and�
53 million articles of non-patent literature.�
The EPO search engine provides simple�
Boolean and complex search strategies�
and removes database boundaries, but is�
designed for maximum recall rather than�
precision.�

Stephen Boyer presented the IBM project�
to generate chemical structures from text�
in patents. The software can identify 91�
per cent of chemically significant names,�
and convert them to Smiles strings. It also�
generates Smiles strings for every chemi-�
cal fragment in a patent. The project tries�
to resolve the problem of massive numbers�
of synonyms associated with common�
compounds. It is debatable whether a com-�
bination of generated Smiles strings de-�
rived from a generic Markush claim could�
identify the proposed molecules covered�
by the patent claim.�

Prous Science described a research project�
that aims to combine text searching with�
audiovisual disclosures. This could assist�
with retrieval of information from confer-�
ence presentations. A special audio format�
called MAV can convert sounds into�
searchable phonemes. The MAV format�
does not need to be trained by the speaker,�
although the phoneme system may require�
ontologies to improve recall. This tech-�
nique could also be used to derive infor-�
mation from radio, television or speeches,�
even in other languages. Temis then de-�
scribed their text mining methods to in-�
crease productivity in pharmaceutical�
research, using morphosyntactic analyisis,�
name entity recognition and extraction and�
entity relationship extraction. Disam-�
biguation of protein gene names is assisted�
by ontologies generated by the Fraunhofer�
Institute.�

In the final presentation of the conference,�
Rachel Buckley of Thomson Pharma de-�
scribed identification of user needs among�
workers in the pharmaceutical industry.�
There are many different groups requiring�
very different information types. Thomson�
Pharma aims to improve the range of their�
products pertinent to the pharmaceutical�
industry, as currently the coverage of�
regulatory/legal/generic information is rel-�
atively poor.�

David Walsh�
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Conference Round Up�

6th Australia–Japan Joint Sym-�
posium on Drug Design and�
Development (6DDD)�
June 27–30 2004, Sydney,�
Australia�
The Australia–Japan conference is the lat-�
est of a series of biannual conferences�
between Australian academic, government�
and industry drug researchers and their�
Japanese counterparts. The symposia are�
commercially focused and provide a fo-�
rum for networking and relationship build-�
ing between researchers and potential�
technology receptor companies. Conse-�
quently there is usually a very high attend-�
ance by large and small pharmaceutical�
and biotechnology companies. Business�
partnering events have also featured in this�

symposium series. The meeting attracted�
almost 100 participants (approximately 30�
from Japan), the optimum number given�
the intense networking focus of the sym-�
posium. It was organised by Professor�
Graham Johnston and Dr Mary Collins�
from the University of Sydney. The sym-�
posium ended with an excellent dinner in�
the Rocks area next to the Bridge, with�
spectacular views over Sydney Harbour.�

MM2004, June 30–July 3 2004,�
Sydney, Australia�
MM2004 was a joint conference, spon-�
sored by the Biomolecular Chemistry Di-�
vision of the Royal Australian Chemical�
Institute, the Asia-Pacific Chapter of the�
Molecular Graphics and Modelling Socie-�

ty, and the Australian Molecular Model-�
ling group. It was organised by Dr Renate�
Griffith from Newcastle University. The�
focus was on computational methods for�
modelling drugs, agrochemicals, veteri-�
nary products, and materials. The confer-�
ence was held at the Intercontinental�
Hotel, next to the Sydney Opera House�
and Harbour Bridge and attracted approx-�
imately 120 participants from Australia�
and overseas.�

15th European Symposium on�
Quantitative Structure-Activity�
Relationships,�
September 5–10 2004, Istan-�
bul, Turkey�
The Euro QSAR 2004 congress was held�
in the historic city of Istanbul, and cele-�
brated 40 years of QSAR. Corwin Hansch�
and Toshio Fujita both attended as hon-�
oured guests, and Professor Hansch gave a�
plenary talk on the development of QSAR�
over this period. The congress was held at�
the Harbiye Military Museum and Confer-�
ence Centre and attracted approximately�
500 participants. It was extremely well�
organised by Professor Esin Sener and�
Professor Ismael Yalcin from Ankara Uni-�
versity under the auspices of the QSAR�
Society. After the opening plenary ad-�
dress, the auditorium was filled by about�
60 members of the Turkish Janissary�
Band, who provided an impressive con-�
cert, followed by refreshments. Other so-�
cial events included a cruise on the�
Bosphorus and Sea of Marmara to the�
Princes’ Islands, a mixer at the Istanbul�
Archaeological Museum, and a spectacu-�
lar conference dinner complete with belly�
dancer. All three conferences featured an�
impressive line-up of plenary and keynote�
speakers.�

Highlights of the Invited and�
Plenary Papers�
The papers in all three meetings were very�
diverse within the chemical, pharmaceuti-�
cal and biotechnology spheres. The 6DDD�
session themes covered drug discovery�
and development, peptide and protein�
drugs, ion channel targets, intellectual�
property protection, small and medium�
enterprises, SAR, and�de novo� design. The�
Adrien Albert lecture was give by Ron�
Quinn on natural product drug discovery.�
Louis Rendina gave the Biota Medal lec-�The Euro QSAR 2004 conference was held in the fascinating city of Istanbul�
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ture on platinum-carborane complexes for�
neutron capture therapy. Professor Tomi-�
oka also gave a plenary lecture on�
dopamine agonists.�

The MM2004 was clearly very focused on�
modelling methodology and applications.�
The session themes covered bioinformat-�
ics (plenary lecture by David Edwards on�
targets in the SARS virus), protein model-�
ling (plenary by David Jones on predicting�
disordered regions in proteins), ligand-�
based design (plenary by Paul Hawkins on�
topomers), first principles techniques�
(plenary by Michael Frisch on ONIOM�
models and Marcus Elstner on QM/MM�
and DFT methods), materials science�
(lecture�by Catherine Stampfl on surface�
modelling), and teaching molecular mod-�
elling (plenary by Val Gillet on teaching�
of a Masters in cheminformatics).�

The Euro QSAR congress covered an�
even more diverse range of themes with a�
great emphasis on QSAR. There were�
sessions on chemical properties predic-�
tion, the chemistry:biology interface,�
combinatorial chemistry and high�
throughput screening, computer-aided de-�
sign,�de novo� methods, pharmacophore�
methods, and emerging technologies in-�
cluding complex systems. Plenary talks�
were presented by Corwin Hansch, Alex�
Tropsha (modelling workflow), Gabriel�
Cruciani (metabolism prediction), Tom�
Blundell (high throughput crystallogra-�
phy), Marcel Verdonk (virtual screening),�
Lutz Weber (fractal theory), Osman�
Güner (structure-based lead generation),�
Klaus Gundertofte (pharmacophore meth-�
ods), and Tudor Oprea (database mining).�

Conclusion�
Each of these conferences is held every�
two years. The next Euro QSAR confer-�
ence will be in Italy in 2006, possibly on a�
cruise ship, and will be organised by�
Gabriel Cruciani. The venues of the�
7DDD and MM2006 have not yet been�
decided. These conferences are well worth�
attending by European and US scientists,�
who could contribute strongly to the pro-�
gram and, in return, make very useful�
contacts with colleagues working in the�
Asia-Pacific region and beyond.�

David Winkler�
dave.winkler@csiro.au�

CALL FOR PAPERS�

7th International Conference on�
Chemical Structures�

5th to 9th June 2005�

at the Congress Center, Noordwijkerhout,�
The Netherlands�

Joint Organisers�

Division of Chemical Information of the American�
Chemical Society (CINF)�
Chemical Structure Association Trust (CSA Trust)�
Division of Chemical Information and Computer�
Science of the Chemical Society of Japan (CSJ)�
Chemistry-Information-Computer Division of the Society�
of German Chemists (GDCh)�
Royal Netherlands Chemical Society (KNCV)�
Chemical Information Group of the Royal Society of�
Chemistry (RSC)�
Swiss Chemical Society (SCS)�

The main scientific program will be divided into five�
plenary sessions:�
·� Cheminformatics�
·� Structure-Activity and Structure-Property Prediction�
·� Structure-Based Design and Virtual Screening�
·� Analysis of Large Data Sets�
·� Bridging the Cheminformatics–Bioinformatics Gap�

The conference will feature a new product review ses-�
sion for commercial presentations, and an extended�
poster session will be part of the scientific program.�
Visit the conference website at� www.int-conf-chem-�
structures.org/� for more information, including details�
on procedures for online abstract submission and�
conference registration.�
The deadline for the submission of abstracts is 15�
February 2005�
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Chris Armstrong from CILIP eInformation Group (on the right) presents the Strix�
Award to Professor van Rijsbergen. Photo by courtesy of Barry Dunne.�

Joint CSA Trust/RSC–CIG Training Day�

The joint Autumn Meeting of the CSA Trust�
and the RSC–CIG on 12 October 2004 was�
again organised as a Training Day, but this�
time gave an overview on ‘Chemical Infor-�
mation for the Non-Chemist’.�

There was a good turnout of 24 represent-�
atives from industry, academia and infor-�
mation providers at this one day course,�
during which the opportunity was taken to�
present the Tony Kent Strix Award in�
recognition of an outstanding contribution�
to the field of information retrieval to Pro-�
fessor C. J. (Keith) van Rijsbergen from�
the University of Glasgow (pictured re-�
ceiving his award below).�

The meeting began with a tour de force�
summary of the reasons why chemical�
information is different from other types�
of information and how chemical struc-�
tures are handled by the chemical informa-�
tion providers. This presentation was�
given by David Walsh from Pfizer and�
superbly set the scene for the other presen-�
tations to follow throughout a very inter-�
esting and valuable day.�

After a suitable break for refreshments,�
Janet Pope of Unilever (Colworth) gave a�
critical review of where to look on the web�
for chemical information. She mentioned�
a variety of sources during her talk, in-�
cluding ChemFinder, ChemIDPlus and�

various gateway sites such as ‘Links for�
Chemists’ and ‘WebAnalytes’ for chemi-�
cal information and NLM and IPCS sites�
for health and toxicology information. It�
was extremely useful to see these various�
sites demonstrated with practical exam-�
ples that Janet had put together.�

Next up to speak was Don Parkin from�
Daresbury to run the rule over several (or�
13 to be exact!) chemical structure draw-�
ing packages, with copious screen shot�
examples to demonstrate the major fea-�
tures of the common tools and functions in�
these packages such as selection tools,�
template tools, atom and bond tools, reac-�
tion tools and drawing aids. Don also�
shared with us some of the pitfalls that can�
be encountered.�

The day then took a break for a quite�
superb luncheon, much enjoyed by your�
sometime reporter.�

Following this wonderful repast, the first�
speaker in the afternoon session was Jan�
Davies from the UK STN agency, who�
provided an overview of the structure da-�
tabases available on STN. Jan reminded us�
of the partners in STN (CAS, FIZ Karl-�
sruhe and JST) and the various methods to�
access STN via STN Express, STN Easy�
and STN on the Web. She then described�

in some detail the key chemistry and pat-�
ent databases accessible through STN.�

Jan was followed by a presentation from�
Dr Barry Dunne, SII, on how to search for�
chemical structures by means of substruc-�
ture searching techniques.�

The presentation from Nazma Masud of�
the RSC was divided into two parts. First-�
ly, she described the services offered by�
the RSC to its members such as the Chem-�
ical Enquiries Help Desk, Research Serv-�
ices, Document Delivery and Book &�
Journal loans; then she gave a live demon-�
stration on the information available�
through Knovel. This service gives free�
access to over 700 titles with full text�
(either PDF or HTML) and a comprehen-�
sive range of data such as tables, graphs,�
spectral information over a broad range of�
subject areas.�

Finally, after a suitable break for tea at the�
appropriate time, the presentations con-�
cluded with one from Jeanette Eldridge of�
AstraZeneca who gave a basic introduc-�
tion to the concepts of reaction searching�
and generic structure searching with ex-�
amples of reaction searching from a vari-�
ety of databases.�

The organising committee would very�
much like to thank all the speakers for the�
time, effort and trouble taken in putting�
together a very interesting and useful pro-�
gramme of papers. Thanks also go to the�
organising committee and to Doug Veal�
for so ably chairing the meeting.�

There is no doubt in my mind that this was�
a very successful training course, much�
appreciated by the attendees and, follow-�
ing on from the first one held last year,�
should now be a regular event in the calen-�
dar of joint RSC–CIG and CSA Trust�
events. It may even be possible to take this�
to other locations, but an important lesson�
learnt is to improve the publicity of these�
events. I am sure there is a whole section�
of potential attendees that we have not�
reached.�

Peter Nichols�
The PowerPoint presentations used in the�
talks can be found at http://cds.dl.ac.uk/�
cds/CIG/cig.html�
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SPONSORS’ SPOTLIGHT�

Hampden Data Services (HDS) was�
founded in 1983 by David Proctor and�
Bill Town on their return to the UK�
from Ispra, Italy where they had been�
working on an European Commission�
project, ECDIN/EINECS (Environ-�
mental Chemicals Data & Information�
Network).  HDS’ initial business was�
based on microcomputer software�
packages for structure handling plus�
consultancy work.�

In the mid to late 1980s, HDS gained�
several major contracts such as STN�
Express for Chemical Abstracts Serv-�
ice (CAS), where we were originally�
contracted to provide the structure�
query editor and now undertake all�
development, TOPFRAG for Der-�
went, the automatic generation of�
fragment codes from graphical search�
queries of defined compounds for use�
in searching the Derwent WPI files�
and structure display and search soft-�
ware for IR Spectra library searching�
on behalf of Bio-Rad Sadtler Division.�
The company has since gone from�
strength to strength,�as can be seen  in�
the picture below where hard-working�
HDS staff celebrate another success-�
ful project completion.�

HDS is a major player in customised�
software and systems for the chemical�
information industry, specialising in�
chemical and reaction search software�
particularly for a variety of CD appli-�

cations and across the Web. Our goal�
is to create software that meets the�
customers’ precise requirements, for�
which you don’t necessarily need a�
large team of software developers, but�
developers with great experience, ex-�
tensive expertise and who understand�
the constraints of customers’ budgets�
and schedules. We are fortunate to�
have a skilled team of 16 chemist pro-�
grammers averaging some 14 years’�
experience in chemical structure and�
reaction search software.�

HDS is the author of, or major contrib-�
utor to, many well known packages�
used throughout the chemical infor-�
mation industry and has an interna-�
tional reputation in this field.�

Since 1998, HDS has been a subsidi-�
ary of the American Chemical Society�
and works closely  with CAS across a�
number of projects and products.�

HDS has two offices in the UK, one in�
Nottingham, where the technical team�
do all the hard work, and the other in�
London where the soft Southerner�
lazes away  but does put in an appear-�
ance at all the social functions!�

For further information about HDS�
please contact the ‘soft Southerner’�
aka Peter Nichols on +44-(0)208-441-�
7495 or e-mail at hdspeter@aol.com.�

Barnard Chemical�
Information Ltd�
Barnard Chemical Information (BCI)�
Ltd. has been developing chemical�
informatics software and providing�
consultancy services to the industry�
for nearly 20 years. The company was�
founded in 1985 by former CSA�
Chairman John Barnard, who was�
joined a few years later by CSA Trust�
Treasurer Geoff Downs. The com-�
pany expanded significantly in 2002,�
with Matthew Wright and Tony Cook�
joining as Directors, and it has devel-�
opers working in the UK, Germany�
and the USA.�
BCI is probably best known for its�
high-performance chemical structure�
clustering software, and has recently�
developed a novel hierarchical�
method which performs at least as�
well as the best methods previously�
identified, but is very significantly fast-�
er. Details of this "Divisive K-means"�
method were given in a talk presented�
by John Barnard at the CSA Trust/�
MGMS meeting in Sheffield in April�
this year.  �

BCI�'s structure fingerprints, based on�
customisable dictionaries of structural�
fragments, have also been found to�
perform well in several diversity anal-�
ysis studies published in the literature.�
BCI has a particular expertise in han-�
dling Markush structures, both from�
chemical patents and as representa-�
tions of combinatorial libraries. The�
company's recently-released Mark-�
ush Toolkit is able to enumerate li-�
brary members, calculate physico-�
chemical properties and other�
descriptors, and perform full-structure�
and substructure searches orders of�
magnitude faster than more conven-�
tional approaches.�
BCI's clients have included most of�
the world's major chemical informa-�
tion providers, and its software is�
used by many major pharmaceutical�
companies.   It has value-added li-�
censing agreements with Accelrys�
Inc. and Omniviz Inc., who have incor-�
porated BCI's software into their own�
products, and has recently joined Sci-�
Tegic's Independent Software Vendor�
program.�
Further information can be found on�
the company's website at http://�
www.bci.gb.com.�

Hampden Data Services Ltd�
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EVENTS�
November�
29� CSA Trust AGM and Annual Dinner, SCI, Belgrave�

Square, London�
E-mail: Drcliveweeks@aol.com�

30 Nov–2 Dec� Online Information & Content Management Europe 2004�
Olympia Grand Hall, London , UK�

http://www.online-information.co.uk;�
http://www.cme-expo.co.uk�

2005�
February�

9–11� ADMET 2 Conference, Town & Country Hotel, San�
Diego, CA�

www.scherago.com/admet�

March�
9–11� 2005 Daylight User Group Meeting, Coronado Island�

Marriott Resort,�2000 2nd Street, Coronado, CA 92118�
 E-mail: info@daylight.com�

14–16� Drug Discovery Technology Europe 2005 and InfoTech-�
Pharma 2005, Novotel London West, London�

E-mail: cust.serv@informa.com�
http://www.drugdisc.com�

13–17� 229th ACS National Meeting, San Diego Convention�
Center, San Diego, CA�

E-mail: natlmtgs@acs.org�
http://www.acs.org/meetings/�

15–16� PharmaSolutions Expo�
Novotel London West, London , UK�

E-mail: marilyn.canale@informa.com�
http://www.pharmasolutionsexpo. com�

May�

21–26� 2005 PIUG Annual Conference – The Future of Patent�
Information – Tools and Techniques for Adding Value�
Hyatt Regency Crystal City, 2799 Jefferson Davis High-�
way, Arlington, VA, USA, 22202,�

Tel: +1-(703) 418-1234�
www.crystalcity.hyatt.com�

June�

5–7� 7th International Conference on Chemical Structures, the�
Congress Center, Noordwijkerhout, the Netherlands�

www.int-conf-chem-structures.org/�

July�

3–7� CONNECT2005, the Royal Australian Chemical Insti-�
tute's National Convention�

http://www.pco.com.au/connect2005/�

August�

28–September 1� 230th ACS National Meeting, Washington Convention�
Center, Washington DC�

E-mail: natlmtgs@acs.org�
http://www.acs.org/meetings/�

24–26� 11th Asian Chemical Congress, Seoul� http://www.11acc.org/�

December�

15– 20� Pacifichem 2005 (International Chemical Congress of�
Pacific Basin Societies)�

E-mail: Pacifichem@comcast.net�
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Herman Skolnik Award Symposium�

Congratulations to Peter Johnson, one of our�
Trustees, who received this year’s Herman�
Skolnik Award.  Peter (pictured right) organ-�
ised and chaired an interesting Symposium�
on Cheminformatics in 2-D and 3-D, which�
was held at the ACS Division of Chemical�
Information National Meeting, Philadelphia,�
PA, August 22–26, 2004.�

The following papers were presented at the�
2-D session:�

From synthesis planning to combinatorial�
chemistry – applications of the LHASA suite�
A. Long�, R. Chen, C. A. Marby, A. P. Su-�
kharevsky, K. Ohm�
Models for computer reasoning under un-�
certainty�
P. N. Judson�
Electronic documents in chemistry, from ChemDraw 1.0 to present�
S. D. Rubenstein�
A novel method for optimizing subgraph isomorphism algorithms such that�
2D stereochemical descriptors are efficiently processed in a molecule or�
reaction retrieval system�
A. P. Cook�, A. P. Johnson, D. G. Thomas�
Strategies and challenges in predictive toxicology�
G. J. Myatt�, P. E. Blower, K. P. Cross, W. P. Johnson, C. Yang�
Virtual screening and similarity searching using binary kernel discrimination�
P. Willett�

The afternoon session on Cheminformatics in 3-D consisted of 4 papers:�

Virtual screening using reduced graphs�
V. J. Gillet�
Conformational sampling in a protein-ligand complex environment.�
Z. Zsoldos�
Informatics aiding drug discovery – ADME evaluation�
W. L. Jorgensen�
A role for chemoinformatics in structure-based de novo ligand design�
A. P. Johnson�, K. Boda, T. Lengyel, S. Weaver, A. Vigh�

The symposium website is at www.acscinf.org/cinf/meetings/228nm/228cinf�
program.htm#skolnik�

SYBYL 7.0 Discovery�
Software Suite�
Tripos, Inc. has released SYBYL 7.0,�
the latest version of its molecular�
modelling environment for drug dis-�
covery research. Tripos offers the�
new software release on multiple�
platforms and includes a Linux oper-�
ating system upgrade, Red Hat Enter-�
prise Linux 3.0. The new SYBYL�
software contains numerous enhance-�
ments and expanded functionalities to�
existing applications, and is available�
in DVD and CD-ROM formats.�
The release supports mobile comput-�
ing requirements for computational�
chemists with its expanded software�
licensing capabilities for laptop com-�
puters. New ‘borrowable�’�SYBYL�
licences allow laptop users to discon-�
nect a set of licences from their net-�
work licence server, providing the�
flexibility to complete modeling ac-�
tivities remotely. A white paper titled�
“Making In Silico Drug Discovery�
Broadly Accessible: SYBYL on the�
IBM ThinkPad” describes the advan-�
tages of laptop licencing and is avail-�
able at http://www.tripos.com/sybyl/�
laptop.html.�
The company's Technical Support�
Online website, http://support.tripos.�
com, has been restructured and pro-�
vides instant access to numerous fea-�
tures and information, including a�
searchable knowledge base, down-�
loadable software scripts, immediate�
access to software patches and up-�
dates, and new product-specific sec-�
tions relating to Tripos software.�

MDL Patent Database�
Elsevier MDL has introduced the�
MDL Patent Chemistry Database, a�
structure-searchable collection of pat-�
ent chemistry designed for research-�
ers in chemistry, pharmacology and�
life sciences to search chemical reac-�
tions and substances. There are 1.5�
million structure-searchable chemical�
reactions and over 1.6 million organ-�
ic, inorganic and organometallic�
compounds. Reactions have the full�
experimental text, and are indexed�
with InfoChem ClassCodes. The da-�
tabase offers researchers the claims�
text and the Markush structure/�
reaction display. More information is�
available at www.mdl.com�

IUPAC  (see Page 2) has issued draft�
recommendations for the nomenclature of�
cyclic peptides for public review. These�
extend the Nomenclature and Symbolism�
for Amino Acids and Peptides�
(Recommendations 1983;�Pure Appl.�
Chem�., 1984, 56, 595–624; rule 3AA-�
19.5)�to cover all classes of cyclic peptides.�

They include rings generated from an acy-�
clic peptide by formation of a peptide or�
ester bond; by a disulfide link; or by a new�
carbon-carbon, carbon-nitrogen, nitrogen-�
oxygen or carbon-sulfur bond (not esters�

or amides). These new bonds are indicated�
by the prefix anhydro, cyclo or epoxy, or�
combinations of them. The inclusion of�
modified standard amino acids or amino�
acids not related to standard amino acids�
is considered. Any stereochemistry gener-�
ated by ring formation is indicated using�
standard organic conventions. The docu-�
ment is available for download from the�
IUPAC website at: www.iupac.org/rep�
orts/provisional/abstract04/moss_310305.�
html. Comments should be sent to Dr G.�
P. Moss (address on the website) by 31�
March 2005.�

Cyclic Peptide Nomenclature�
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People and Places�
David Evans has relocated within El-�
sevier: he has left MDL in San Lean-�
dro, and is working as a Publishing�
Editor in Toxicology in Amsterdam.�

Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS)�
has appointed Brian Bergner Vice�
President, information technology.�
His principal responsibilities include�
maintaining and developing the tech-�
nical infrastructure to support CAS’�
extensive worldwide database build-�
ing and distribution operations. He�
replaces Bob Swann.�

Justin Spence has left ACS Publica-�
tions “to enjoy the good life”.�

Dean Smith is now Vice President,�
sales and marketing.�

Dr Lorrin Garson is to receive the�
2005 Herman Skolnik award. Dr�
Garson’s leadership within the ACS,�

and within the industry, has been sig-�
nificant in the online environment�
within the scientific community.�

Trained as an organic chemist at the�
University of California, Riverside,�
and the University of Maine, he�
worked in the pharmaceutical indus-�
try as a medicinal chemist. He was on�
the faculty of the University of Ten-�
nessee from 1967 to 1974 in the Col-�
lege of Pharmacy. He joined the staff�
of the ACS in the Publications Divi-�
sion in 1974 as a Senior Research�
Associate in the Research & Devel-�
opment Department. In 1984 he be-�
came the Head of the Advanced�
Technology Department, in 1995�
Chief Technology Officer for the�
Publications Division, in 1998 Direc-�
tor, Information Technology/�
Publications and in 2002 Chief Re-�
search Scientist.�

Dr Garson retired from the ACS in�
January, 2004.�


